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Interacting Tsallis holographic dark energy in higher
dimensional Cosmology

A. Saha1 • S. Ghose2

Abstract

We discuss Tsallis holographic dark energy (THDE)
model in higher dimension. An interacting dark en-
ergy model is proposed with Generalized Chaplygin
Gas (GCG) in the framework of Compact Kaluza-Klein
gravity. It is shown that a stable configuration can be
found in the present epoch which is also compatible
with the observed value of the density parameter. It is
noted that dark energy (DE) might have evolved from
a phantom phase in the past. Nature of dark energy is
found to depend on the coupling parameter of the in-
teraction. Classical stability consideration is also found
to put an upper bound on the model parameter.

1 Introduction

Present observations suggest that our universe is spa-
tially flat [Spergel et al. (2003); Komatsu et al. (2011)]
and accelerating [Riess et al. (1998); Perlmutter et al.
(1998, 1999); Knop et al. (2003)]. There are two com-
mon approaches to explain the acceleration of universe.
One approach is to modifiy general relativity such as in
f(R), f(G) gravity theories and in scalar tensor theories
[Carroll et al. (2004); Uddin et al. (2009); Linder (2010);
Sami and Padmanabhan (2003); Nojiri and Odintsov
(2011); Capozziello and De Laurentis (2011); Liu and
Wesson (2001)]. The other approach is to consider some
form of energy which is capable of generating accelera-
tion. These exotic forms of energy are commonly known
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as dark energy. The simplest dark energy model is to

consider a cosmological constant. However, there is a
huge mismatch between theoretically calculated and ob-

servationally suggested value of the cosmological con-
stant. Despite sustained efforts [Nojiri and Odintsov

(2006); Bamba et al. (2012)] the exact nature of dark
energy is still unknown. Consequently many dynamical

dark energy models are considered in literature [Ratra
and Peebles (1988); Gibbons (2002); Armendariz-Picon

et al. (2001); Wetterich (2017); Escamilla-Rivera et al.
(2013)] . Generalized Chaplygin Gas (GCG hereafter)

is one such candidate [Bento et al. (2002); Caldwell
et al. (1998); Mebarki and Aberkane (2019); Khadekar

et al. (2019)]. The equation of state for GCG is given
as:

p = −
A

ρα
, (1)

where A is a positive constant and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. At
high energy GCG behaves as pressure-less dust but at

low energy it behaves as dark energy. GCG can be dis-
cussed as a complex scalar field theory originating from

Born-Infeld action. Apart from dark energy observa-
tions also suggest existence of dark matter and GCG

is a good candidate for unified dark energy and dark
matter models [Kamenshchik et al. (2001); Bilić et al.

(2002); Thakur et al. (2009)]. Recently, holographic
principle has emerged as an essential proposal in quan-

tum gravity. When applied to vacuum, holographic
principle leads to Holographic Dark Energy (HDE here-

after) models [Susskind (1995); Cohen et al. (1999); Li
(2004)] . Holographic principle largely states that num-

ber of degrees of freedom of any physical system should

scale with the boundary surface and not with the vol-

ume. HDE models have been widely discussed in liter-
ature [Granda and Oliveros (2008); Gao et al. (2009);

Del Campo et al. (2011); Lepe and Pena (2010); Arévalo
et al. (2014)]. One of the characteristic features of HDE

http://arxiv.org/abs/2006.01618v1
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models is the long distance cut off, also known as in-

frared cut off (IR cut off hereafter). This cut off is not
uniquely defined in cosmology. One of the most natu-

ral choices for IR cut off is Hubble horizon. But HDE,

as noted by Hsu [Hsu (2004)], could not give recent

acceleration. Later Zimdahl and Pavón [Zimdahl and
Pavón (2007)] showed that allowing interaction in the

dark energy sector completely solved the problem. For

a detailed review of different dark energy models see

Ref. (Miao et al. (2011)).

Another intriguing problem for scientists is to unify
gravity with other gauge interactions. This challenge

has motivated the study of higher dimensional theo-

ries. In many higher dimensional models more than

four dimension of space-time is suggested for early uni-
verse (at very high energy Kaluza [Kaluza (1921)] and

Klein [Klein (1926)] proposed a five dimensional the-

ory of general relativity with an aim to unify gravity

and electromagnetic interaction. The compact version

of the theory (KK here after) proposed a 5D universe
where subsequent evolution lead to expansion of four

dimensions while extra dimensions has shrunk due to

compactification. The theory inspired many cosmolog-

ical models in literature as the curvature of the five
dimensional space-time also induces effective proper-

ties of matter in four dimension [ (1984, 1987); Darabi

(2010); Farajollahi and Amiri (2010)]. Interacting HDE

models have been studied in KK framework recently

by Sharif and Khanum [Sharif and Khanum (2011)]
to show that generalized second law of thermodynam-

ics holds throughout for any FRW type cosmological

model. Their conclusion holds for any HDE model and

is independent of dark energy equation of state.
In the present work Tsallis Holographic Dark Energy

correspondence of interacting GCG model is made in

compact KK framework. In the next section (sec. (2))

the motivation for TDHE is discussed. Relevant field

equations of KK cosmology are set up in section (3). In
section (4)an interacting GCG model with THDE cor-

respondence is proposed and the evolution of universe

in such a model is elaborated. Stability of the model in

present epoch is considered in section (5)and in section
(6) the present work is concluded with relevant discus-

sion.

2 Tsallis Holographic Dark Energy

Core of any HDE model lies in the definition of sys-

tem boundary and one common way to modify HDE

models is to change it [Zhang and Wu (2005); Wang
et al. (2016, 2017)]. Additionally application of Tsallis

statistics to the system horizon leads to Tsallis Holo-
graphic Dark Energy (THDE hereafter) models. Tsal-
lis entropy is non extensive in nature. Here the black
hole horizon entropy is modified as Sδ = γAδ, where
δ denotes the non-extensive parameter and γ is an un-
known constant. Bekenstein entropy can be obtained as
a limiting case from Tsallis entropy. THDE models also
show good stability by themselvesMajhi (2017); Abe
(2001); Touchette (2002); Biró and Ván (2011). Quan-
tum gravity considerations have also confirmed func-
tional behaviour of Tsallis’s entropy content of a system
which is a power law function of system area [Tsallis
and Cirto (2013)]. THDE has been studied with Hub-
ble horizon as IR cut off. These models give acceler-
ating universe but are unstable. There are many other
works in literature which discuss THDE with other IR
cutoffs [Sheykhi (2018); Ghaffari et al. (2018, 2019)]. In
the present work we use the apparent horizon as IR cut
off which coincides with the Hubble horizon.

3 Field Equations in the Framework of

Kaluza-Klein Cosmology

Fig. 1 ΩD vs.z plot for δ = 2.2 and different b2

Fig. 2 ω
eff
D vs.z plot for δ = 2.2 and different b2

Einstein field equation is given by:

RAB −
1

2
gABR = κTAB (2)
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where A and B runs from 0 to 4, RAB is the Ricci
tensor, R is the Ricci scalar and TAB is the energy-
momentum tensor. The 5-dimensional space-time met-
ric of Kaluza-Klein (KK) cosmology is (see Ref. Ozel
et al. (2010)) :

ds2 = dt2 − a2(t)

[

dr2

1− kr2
+ r2(dθ2

+sin2θdφ2
)

+
(

1− kr2)dψ2
]

, (3)

where a(t) denotes the scale factor and k = 0, 1(−1)
represents the curvature parameter for flat and closed
(open) universe. We consider a cosmological model
where KK universe is filled with a perfect fluid. The
Einstein’s field equation for the metric given by (3) be-
comes:

ρ = 6
ȧ2

a2
+

k

a2
, (4)

p = −3
ä

a
− 3

ȧ2

a2
− 3

k

a2
. (5)

We consider a flat universe (k = 0) for simplicity. Eq.
(4) and eq. (5)) then reduce to:

ρ = 6
ȧ2

a2
, (6)

p = −3
ä

a
− 3

ȧ2

a2
. (7)

The Hubble parameter is defined asH = ȧ
a
and T µν

;ν = 0
gives the continuity equation:

ρ̇+ 4H(ρ+ p) = 0 (8)

Using the equation of state p = ωρ in the equation of
continuity in five dimension:

ρ̇+ 4Hρ(1 + ω) = 0 (9)

We now consider two types of cosmic fluid. Total energy
density is then ρ = ρD + ρm, where ρD corresponds
to dark energy and ρm is for matter including Cold
Dark Matter (CDM) with ωm = 0. For non-interacting
fluid, the conservation equations for pD, ρD and pm, ρm
are separately satisfied. For interacting dark energy
models:

˙ρm + 4Hρm(1 + ωm) = Q (10)

˙ρD + 4HρD(1 + ωD) = −Q (11)

where Q gives the interaction between dark energy and
dark matter.

4 THDE correspondence of GCG model and

evolution of universe

Following Sharif and Khanum (2011) we consider Q =

ΓρD and denote the ratio of the energy densities with

r (r = ρm

ρD
). Γ being the decay rate this gives the decay

of GCG into CDM. An we effective equation of state

can be defined (see Setare (2007)) as:

ω
eff
D = ωD +

Γ

4H
and ωeff

m = −
1

r

Γ

4H
(12)

Then we obtain from the continuity equations:

˙ρm + 4Hρm(1 + ωeff
m ) = 0 (13)

˙ρD + 4HρD(1 + ω
eff
D ) = 0 (14)

Friedman equation in flat KK universe can be rewritten

in terms of Hubble parameter:

H2 =
1

6
(ρD + ρm) , (15)

where we set M2
p = 1. Density parameters are defined

as:

Ωm =
ρm

ρcr
,ΩD =

ρD

ρcr
, (16)

where ρcr = 6H2. Eq. (15) can be written in terms of

density parameters as:

Ωm +ΩD = 1 (17)

Using eqs. (16) and (17) we obtain:

r =
1− ΩD

ΩD

(18)

Now GCG (1) is considered as a candidate of interact-
ing dark energy model. In KK cosmology the energy

Fig. 3 q vs. z plot for δ = 2.2 and different b2
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density of GCG is given by:

ρD =

[

A+
B

a4(1+α)

]
1

1+α

(19)

The EOS parameters are given by:

ωD =
pD

ρD
= −

A

ρα+1
D

= −
A

A+ B
a4(1+α)

, (20)

ω
eff
D = −

A

A+ B
a4(1+α)

+
Γ

4H
. (21)

We consider a Tsallis holographic correspondence for
GCG in KK cosmology following the prescription in
Tavayef et al. (2018); Sharif and Khanum (2011) . As
shown in Sharif and Khanum (2011) the energy density
for flat KK universe :

ρD = B′L2δ−4 (22)

The dark energy generated acceleration is a late time
phenomenon. By then the additional dimension of KK
theory would have shrunk enough and the expression
in eq. (22) can be used for holographic correspondence.
Effects of extra dimension are only manifested through
the field equations. Infrared cutoff of the universe L
in the flat KK universe is equal to the apparent hori-
zon, which coincides with Hubble horizon Cai and Kim
(2005). So we can write following Sharif and Khanum
(2011):

ra =
1

H
= rH = L (23)

The decay rate (Wang et al. (2005)) is given by ,:

Γ = 4b2(1 + r)H (24)

Making use of eq. (12), (14), (22) and(24) on obtains:
(21) we obtain:

ω
eff
D =

(1− δ)− (2− δ)b2

1− (2 − δ)ΩD

(25)

Fig. 4 v2 vs. z plot for δ = 2.2 and different b2

The correspondence between THDE and GCG is drawn

from eq. (19) and eq. (22):

[

A+
B

a4(1+α)

]
1

1+α

= B′H−2δ+4. (26)

A is found from eq. (22) and eq. (21):

A =
b2 − (1− δ)ΩD

ΩD [1− (2− δ)ΩD]

(

B′H−2δ+4
)1+α

(27)

Similarly, an expression for B is found using eq. (27)

in eq. (19), and comparing it with eq. (22):

B =
−(2− δ)Ω2

D + (2− δ)ΩD − b2

ΩD [1− (2− δ)ΩD]

(

B′H−2δ+4a4
)1+α

(28)

Evolution of universe is summarized in fig. (1), (2) and
(3), where the evolution of EOS parameter (ωeff

D ), the

density parameter ΩD and deceleration parameter (q)

are plotted with redshift (z). Present phase of acceler-

ation is clearly incorporated in the model as seen form
fig. (3).

5 Squared Speed Of Sound in Chaplygin Gas

and Classical Stability of the Model

Squared adiabatic sound speed determines the classical

stability of the GCG model. The model is stable as

long as the squared speed remains positive. Squared
adiabatic sound speed is defined as:

v2D =
dpD

dρD
. (29)

The model is stable if v2D > 0 Setare (2007). For our

model this leads to:

v2D =
dpD

dρD
=
ṗ

ρ̇
. (30)

ṗ is given by:

ṗ = ω̇
eff
D ρD + ω

eff
D ρ̇D (31)

where over dot is differentiation with respect to time.

Hence,

v2D = ω
eff
D + ω̇

eff
D

ρD

ρ̇D
. (32)

Using eq. (25) one obtains:

ω̇
eff
D =

(2 − δ)
[

(1 − δ)− (2 − δ)b2
]

[(1− (2 − δ)ΩD)]2
Ω̇D, (33)
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Fig. 5 Plot of ωD vs. ΩD for different values of b2 (nega-
tive) and δ
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Fig. 6 Plot of ωD vs. ΩD for different values of b2 (posi-
tive) and δ

where Ω̇D is fixed from eqs. (16) and (22). Using L =
1
H
, we get:

Ω̇D =
1

3
B′(1 − δ)H−2δ+1Ḣ (34)

Substituting the values for ω̇eff
D and Ω̇D in eq. (32),

one obtains:

v2D = ω
eff
D +

(1− δ)
[

(1 − δ)− (2 − δ)b2
]

ΩD

[1− (2 − δ)ΩD]
2 (35)

Eq. (35) can be simplified by using eq. (25) to give:

v2D = ω
eff
D

(

1− ΩD

1− (2− δ)ΩD

)

(36)

Equation (36) puts an upper bound on δ from stability

consideration of the present model. Since ωeff
D rep-

resents dark energy, ωeff
D < 0. For the stability of our

model v2D > 0 needs to be satisfied in the present epoch.
Presently accepted value of ΩD is 0.73 and 1−ΩD > 0.

For the stability of the present model 1−(2−δ)ΩD < 0

is required. This leads to δ < 0.63. The stability is not

much sensitive to the coupling parameter b2 and re-

mains stable in the present epoch as long as δ value re-
mains within the discussed range. However, the model

becomes unstable beyond ΩD = 0.90 irrespective of the

value of b2. Earlier we considered a δ value of 2.2 which

does not give a stable configuration throughout the evo-
lutionary phases. This is shown in fig (4). A differ-

ent choice for IR cutoff or different kind of interaction

may solve this problem. A stable configuration in the

present epoch can be found considering δ < 0.63. This

choice too can give acceptable values of ωeff
D consid-

ering presently accepted value of ΩD ≈ 0.73. This is

shown in fig. (5) and fig. (6). However, it is noted

that in the present epoch (ΩD ≈= 0.73) the dark en-

ergy equation of state parameter has a value close to
−1 (ωD ≈ −1) as suggested by most of the observa-

tions. From fig. (5) and fig. (6) we see that for b2 < 0,

ωD = −1 is achieved for different ΩD values. For lower

values of b2, ωD = −1 is obtained when ΩD is close to

0.70. For relatively higher values of of b2, ωD = −1 is
obtained when ΩD is close to 0.8. However, for b2 > 0,

ωD < 0 irrespective of δ value.

6 Discussion

THDE model with interacting Generalized Chaplygin

Gas is considered here in KK Cosmology framework.

It is seen from that the present model can successfully
incorporate late time acceleration of universe (fig. (3)).
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The model also gives acceptable value of EOS param-

eter (fig. (2)) and dark energy density (fig. (1)) for
the present epoch (z = 0). A few features of interest

are noted: (a) For b2 < 0 the energy density ceases to

be phantom in nature during present epoch (fig. (5)).

However it remains phantom for b2 > 0 (fig. (6)) ir-
respective of choice of δ (although this effect is not

completely insensitive to δ). This is in contrast with

Ghose et al. (2014) where an usual HDE setup is con-

sidered. There phantom crossing appears for b2 > 0.

(b) The decay rate (the interaction term) may be com-
puted at the present epoch from eq. (25) for a given

ω
eff
D . For example, as most of the observations sug-

gest, ωeff
D = −1 and ΩD = 0.73 at the present epoch

gives b2 ≈ −0.27 for many different choices of δ. (c)

The HDE correspondence of interacting GCG model is
unstable in 4D (Setare (2007)). It was later shown in

Ghose et al. (2014) that this correspondence become

stable in the present epoch in KK. THDE correspon-

dence of interacting GCG is also found stable in the
present epoch (see section 5). In particular, fig. (7)

shows that the model is stable for presently accepted

value of ΩD. It is an interesting feature as the stability

of THDE is not achieved with non interacting THDE

models in 4D (see Ref. (Tavayef et al. (2018))). For
δ > 0.63 however, the model is not stable for any value

of b2. This issue may be addressed considering a differ-

ent IR cutoff or a different kind of interaction or both.
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Fig. 7 v2D vs. ΩD plot for different δ and b2
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